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Dynamic Web Service Selection for Reliable
Web Service Composition
San-Yih Hwang, Member, IEEE Computer Society, Ee-Peng Lim, Senior Member, IEEE,
Chien-Hsiang Lee, and Cheng-Hung Chen
Abstract—This paper studies the dynamic Web service selection problem in a failure-prone environment, which aims to determine a
subset of Web services to be invoked at runtime so as to successfully orchestrate a composite Web service. We observe that both the
composite and constituent Web services often constrain the sequences of invoking their operations and, therefore, we propose using a
finite state machine to model the permitted invocation sequences of Web service operations. We assign each state of execution an
aggregated reliability to measure the probability that the given state will lead to successful execution in the context where each Web
service may fail with some probability. We show that the computation of aggregated reliabilities is equivalent to eigenvector
computation and adopt the power method to efficiently derive aggregated reliabilities. In orchestrating a composite Web service, we
propose two strategies to select Web services that are likely to successfully complete the execution of a given sequence of operations.
A prototype that implements the proposed approach using BPEL for specifying the invocation order of a Web service is developed and
serves as a testbed for comparing our proposed strategies and other baseline Web service selection strategies.
Index Terms—Reliability, service composition, Web services, Web service selection.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
THE Internet today has radically changed how businessesinteract with applications distributed within and across
organizational boundaries. With Web service (WS) technol-
ogies fast becoming the de facto standard to expose the
functions of business applications, WSs will be the building
blocks for developing the next generation applications using
the service-oriented architecture (SOA). Although the
current WS architecture supports registry, discovery, and
consumption of WSs, how to effectively integrate several
WSs into a composite one remains to be a challenge and
attracts much attention from both industry and academia.
The composition of WSs involves using an orchestration
model to 1) define the possible orders of calling WSs at design
time and 2) dynamically select WSs to be invoked at runtime. To
address the former, several theoretical orchestration models
have been proposed in the literature, including finite state
machine (FSM), Petri net, -calculus, activity hierarchies,
and rule-based orchestration [2]. Practical service composi-
tion languages, such as BPEL, WS-Choreography, WSCL,
XPDL, and OWL-S have also been proposed, and many
commercial service platforms or products that implement
the available standards and composition languages are
available in the market, including the Sun ONE framework
based on J2EE, Microsoft.NET, the Oracle BPEL Process
Manager, the HP WSs Management Platform, and the IBM
WebSphere Application Server. However, none of the above
works provide strategies or mechanisms to dynamically
select WSs to be invoked when executing a series of
operations in a composite WS. While deciding on a set of
constituent WSs for a composite WS a priori is simple and
practically used by most of today’s applications, it compro-
mises the flexibility and is especially vulnerable to failures
in a dynamic environment on which WSs are executed.
Dynamic WS selection refers to choosing the available WSs
to be invoked so as to realize the functionality of a
composite WS constructed using an orchestration model
at runtime. While the WS selection problem has been
extensively studied in the past few years, and various QoS
measures, such as response time, cost, reliability, avail-
ability, and fidelity, have been proposed as the criteria for
selection [15], [19], [20], [30], most works regard a WS as the
basic unit for composition. In reality, however, a WS may
comprise multiple operations such that their invocation
sequence is constrained. A typical constraint is separation of
duties, which is a well-established practice in security
applications. In our context, separation of duties dictates
that two operations must be delegated to two different WSs
to avoid potential fraud [5]. On the other hand, an opposite
constraint binding of duties may be needed under other
circumstances. For example, we often mandate orders and
payments to be made through the same WS. In addition, an
enterprise may impose further constraints on the execution
orders of its published operations to conform to its business
logic. It is imperative that the dynamic WS selection
procedure takes all these constraints into account.
Researchers in previousworks on automaticWS composi-
tion [3], [7] therefore consider each service operation as the
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basic unit to compose aWS, and an FSM has been adopted to
specify the order among operations in a given WS. In
addition, when choosing the operations ofWSs to compose a
(composite) WS, the atomicity of each WS, which requires
either none of its operations to be invoked or some final state
to be reached, has to hold at the end of WS composition. The
goal of automatic WS composition is therefore to determine
whether a given composite WS can be derived using a set of
WSs, and if so, the steps to construct the compositeWS.While
these works study automatic WS composition as a decision
problem, they have not addressed research issues arising
from dynamically selecting candidate WSs to derive a
composite WS so as to optimize some QoS criteria.
The network (intranet, extranet, or even the Internet)
where WSs operate is a failure-prone environment partly
due to the autonomous requirement of each participating
service provider. A WS may become malfunctioned or
unavailable at runtime, causing failure to the execution of a
composite WS. The analysis and computation of (software)
reliability has been extensively studied in the past, and WS
reliability can be measured from various perspectives,
including correctness, fault tolerance, testability, interoper-
ability, and timeliness [32]. In this paper, we define the
reliability of a WS operation as the probability that it
successfully responds within a reasonable period of time.
We address the reliability issue of dynamic WS selection by
extending the model adopted by Berardi et al. [3]. Note that
WS is a stack of technologies, and some technologies are still
under standardization process and are subject to change.
Hence, the proposed approach is not restricted to any WS
modeling language and employs a generic formalism FSM
to define the order of operations in a WS. The order of
operations in aWS can be intrinsically required by theWS or
mandated by the invoking WS for a number of reasons, e.g.,
in order to satisfy some access control constraints, such as
binding of duties and separation of duties. Thus, simply
choosing a WS with low failure rate for executing an
incoming operation may not be the best strategy because it
may lead to the violation of some constraints.
Given a failure-prone operating environment and con-
straints on the invocation orders of WS operations, our
research objective is therefore to dynamically and incre-
mentally select a WS for executing each incoming operation
on the composite WS so as to maximize the likelihood of
successful execution. This paper extends our previous work
reported in [14] by thoroughly investigating this issue and
presenting the prototype system. We summarize our
contribution to the above problem as follows:
. We have defined a metric, called aggregated reliability
(AR), to measure the probability that a given state in
the composite WS will lead to successful execution
in an error-prone environment.
. We have proposed two dynamic WS selection
strategies that utilize AR to select a WS for executing
an incoming operation on the composite WS so as to
maximize the chance to successfully execute the
remaining operations.
. We have shown that the computation of aggre-
gated reliabilities is equivalent to calculating the
eigenvector of a square matrix and proposed a
power method to efficiently derive the aggregated
reliabilities.
. We have proposed and implemented a dynamic
WS selection architecture that uses BPEL, the
de facto industrial standard, for specifying the
operation order of each WS. We have also shown
how our proposed strategies can be deployed in
the architecture.
. We have conducted experiments on a set of
synthetically generated operation sequences over a
set of WSs. The experiments evaluated the effective-
ness of our proposed dynamic WS selection strate-
gies in different composition environments.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2, we review the related work on process metamo-
dels for WS composition and WS selection, which provides
the foundation of our research. In Section 3, the problem of
dynamic WS selection is defined. We then describe our
approach to dynamic WS selection in Section 4. We discuss
the implementation issues of our prototype system in
Section 5. Finally, the experimental results and conclusion
are given in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Process Metamodels
Many process metamodels have been proposed to describe
the interaction of activities in a different context. These
interactions include the description of message types, data/
resource dependencies, control dependencies, and transac-
tion/exception handling. Meanwhile, several service com-
position languages and process specification languages
have been developed. Some of them originate from the
domain of WS (e.g., BPEL, WSCL, and WS-Choreography),
some from the Semantic Web (e.g., DAML-S/OWL-S), and
others from the development of a standard format (e.g.,
XPDL) for data exchanges between different Workflow
Management Systems (WFMSs) with incompatible internal
process models. In [27], van der Aalst et al. reviewed
various workflow patterns that cover most of the scenarios
ever described in real-world workflows and concluded that
not a single process specification language could specify all
the possible interaction patterns.
Several formal process metamodels have also been
proposed in the literature, mainly for analysis purposes,
including FSM [3], Petri net [22], activity diagram [7], and
process algebra [8]. In [20], Milanovic and Malek compared
several popular WS composition languages and formal
models and concluded that an FSM is a promising model for
analyzing service connectivity, composition correctness,
automatic composition, and scalability. Moreover, an FSM
is a formalism that is suitable to describe reactive behaviors
and has the notion of states, which is useful for monitoring
service executions. In addition, an FSM can be used to
describe the underlying logic of Petri net, another popular
formal process metamodel. As a result, an FSM becomes the
most popular formal model for describing operation orders
in a WS and has been adopted by some composition
languages (e.g., WSCL and WS-Choreography). Several
approaches for converting a BPELWS to an FSM representa-
tion have been proposed [9], [11].
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2.2 Web Service Selection
The WS selection problem has been extensively studied in
the past few years. Previous works have focused on
optimizing the selection of WSs for a single activity, while
the most recent ones focus on the selection of WSs in order
to satisfy the QoS requirements of a workflow (or composite
WS). To optimize the selection for the entire process, Zeng
et al. [29] proposed computing an optimal set of WSs for
each possible execution path in the process based on a
weighted combination of QoS measures. When it comes to
deciding a WS for a given activity t, the most popular
execution path on which t appears is chosen, and the WS
assigned to t in that path is selected. To speed up the
computation, techniques of integer programming are
employed. However, the number of possible execution
paths could be huge, especially in the presence of a loop.
Besides, the failure of WSs at runtime requires the
recomputation of a set of new integer programs, which
may not be feasible in practice. Yu et al. [28] proposed a
scheme to optimize the end-to-end QoS for various flow
structures. They used a utility function derived from the
QoS quality and formulated the optimization problem as a
general flow problem. Some works concentrate only on a
single QoS measure. Menasce [19] proposed a scheme to
estimate the throughput of a composite WS from those of its
constituent WSs and to use throughput as a basis for
selecting WSs. Grassi and Patella [13] proposed a frame-
work to recursively aggregate the reliability of a composite
WS based on those of its constituent WSs. Several works
have been devoted to the derivation of other QoS measures,
such as response time, cost, availability, and fidelity, of a
composite WS out of those of its constituent WSs [6], [15].
All of the above-mentioned works adopt a rather simple
model that views a WS as the basic unit for composing a
composite WS. Our work adopts a different model in which
every WS (composite or component) comprises a number of
operations, and the invocations of their operations may
have to follow some particular orders. In addition, our
proposed approach does not need to enumerate all possible
execution paths before a process is initiated and allows
partial recomputation when a candidate WS is found to fail
at runtime, potentially incurring less computation time.
2.3 Web Service Composition
One notable research topic that has attracted much
attention recently is automatic WS composition [3], which
is aimed at verifying the feasibility of composing a
composite WS using a community of candidate WSs. Each
(composite or candidate) WS is associated with a formal
model that constrains the order of its operations. Notable
models include Petri net [18], [22] and FSM [3], [11], [12].
While each operation in the composite WS can be realized
by some candidate WSs, additional constraints, as imposed
by the respective formal models, have to be satisfied.
Typical constraints include the atomicity (all or nothing) of
each WS [3], [11], the compatibility of the constituent WSs
[18], QoS requirements [1], and that all operation sequences
of the composite WS must be captured [3]. The objective of
automatic WS composition is to determine a composition
that satisfies all the given constraints.
2.4 Web Service Reliability
The reliability of a WS refers to the probability that the WS
will successfully execute. Several works have been proposed
in the literature to derive the reliability of a WS in a dynamic
environment. In [32], a methodology was proposed to
effectively test the reliability of a WS by generating test cases
of different categories. As the reliability of a WS may change
over time, an architecture-based reliability model has been
proposed [26] to incrementally update the reliability of an
atomic WS by continuously generating test cases and
aggregating the test results using a voting scheme. The
reliability of a composite WS can be derived by aggregating
the reliabilities of constituent WSs based on the occurrence
rate of each flow pattern. While a thorough test on a
(remote) WS may require intensive interaction between the
WS and the test requester, Zhang proposed a mobile agent-
based approach that uses a mobile agent to perform the
onsite test for WS so as to reduce the network traffic [31].
3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we articulate the key concepts for technical
discussions, which include an FSM approach to model a WS
and the definitions of composite WS, WS composition,
configuration, and composable configuration. This is
followed by the dynamic WS selection problem definition.
3.1 Key Concepts
Definition 1 (WS). A WS W is composed of a set of operations
 and an FSM that prescribes the legal executions of these
operations. Formally, W is a tuple ð; S; s0; ; F Þ, where
.  is a set of operations,
. S is a finite set of states,
. s0 is a state in S, representing the initial state of W ,
.  : S   ! S is the transition function of an FSM,
which is a partial function that returns the new state
resulting from accepting an operation when the WS is
in some given state, and
. F  S represents the set of final states, i.e., the states
where the interactions with W can be terminated.
The FSM of a WS prescribes legal executions of its
operations so as to realize the control flow, data flow, and/
or object flow supported by the WS. Some workflow-
enacting constraints, such as precondition and correctness
of input/output parameters, are not included in our WS
model because our work only requires knowing the
available WS operations and their execution orders but
not the implementation of these operations.
Definition 2 (composite WS and atomic WS). A composite
WS, denoted as W0, is a WS whose operations are interfaces to
operations provided by other WSs, also known as atomic WSs.
Note that each atomic WS may provide only a subset of
operations as required by the composite WS.
In general, when a client application invokes operations
in a composite WS, the composite WS does not execute
these operations itself, but serves as a broker that delegates
the operations to some atomic WSs instead. Fig. 1 shows a
sample scenario for operation invocations between the
application, the composite WS, and the atomic WSs. When
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operation o1 in the composite WS is invoked by the
application, either W1  o1 or W3  o1 will be chosen for
execution. The set of atomic WSs to be delegated is called
the WS community. The invocation of the composite WS
involves enlisting some atomic WSs in WS community to
perform a series of operations. While it is possible that all
operations on the composite WS can be handled by one
single atomic WS, the more general scenario is to involve
multiple atomic WSs to complete the entire series of
operations on the composite WS.
In this work, we consider a composite WS W0 and a
WS community fW1;W2; . . . ;Wng. As an invocation of an
operation in W0 can in fact be executed by more than one
atomic WSs, we need to determine the mappings between
the operations in W0 and those in Wj, 1  j  n, and
represent the different possible mappings in an FSM known
as WS composition, as formally described below.
Definition 3 (configuration). A configuration of a composite
WS W0 and a WS community C ¼ fW1;W2; . . . ;Wng is an
element in S0  S1  S2      Sn, where 1) S0 is the set of
states inW0, and 2) Sj, 1  j  n, is the set of states inWj. A
configuration c is denoted by ðs0;i0 ; s1;i1 ; . . . ; sn;inÞ, where s0;i0
is a state in W0 (also known as the target state of c) and sj;ij ,
1  j  n, is a state in Wj.
A configuration is a list of states of the composite WS and
atomic WSs, indicating a particular execution status of the
entire system.
Definition 4 (WS composition). Given a composite WSW0 ¼
ð0; S0; s0;0; 0; F0Þ and a WS community C ¼ fW1; . . . ;Wng
whereWj ¼ ðj; Sj; sj;0; j; FjÞ, 1  j  n, the composition of
W0 usingC, denoted asCompðW0; CÞ ¼ ðc; Sc; sc;0; c; FcÞ, is
an FSM where
. c is a set of delegated operations, which are operations
in atomic WSs that can be used to execute some
operations in W0, i.e., c ¼ fWj  o : 1  j  n;
o 2 0 \ jg.
. Sc  S0S1S2    Sn is a set of configurations.
. sc;0 ¼ ðs0;0; s1;0; s2;0; . . . ; sn;0Þ.
. c : Sc  c ! Sc is a partial function that maps a
configuration sc and a delegated operation Wj  o to
another configuration s0c. Specifically, cðsc;Wj  oÞ ¼
s0c, where sc ¼ ðs0;i0 ; s1;i1 ; . . . ; sj;ij ; . . . ; sn;inÞ and s0c ¼
ð0ðs0;i0 ; oÞ; s1;i1 ; . . . ; jðsj;ij ; oÞ; . . . ; sn;inÞ.
. Fc  Sc is a set of final configurations ðs0;i0 ; s1;i1 ; . . . ;
sj;ij ; . . . ; sn;inÞ such that s0;i0 2 F0 and 8ð1 j nÞ
ðsj;ij 2 Fj _ sj;ij ¼ sj;0Þ, i.e., s0;i0 is a final state inW0,
and sj;ij , 1  j  n, is either an initial state or a final
state in Wj.
3.2 An Illustrating Example
To illustrate the related concepts, we give an example of a
WS selection scenario as follows:
Trip planning. Suppose we intend to compose a travel agent
service that helps users plan their trips. The travel agent starts by
recommending a travel destination to the user, followed by
detailed trip planning for each day. A user may plan a day trip by
choosing either a flight package or a train package, each offering
both transportation and lodging. In addition, a user can ignore the
package selection by manually choosing the transportation and
accommodation separately. Finally, the user can purchase
insurance for the whole trip.
The trip planning service described above can be
regarded as a composite WS ðW0Þ shown in Fig. 2, where
the initial state is postfixed by “s” and the final state is
postfixed by “f” and enclosed by a double circle. Also, we
assume that there is a WS community consisting of five
atomic WSs (see Fig. 3), each capable of accomplishing only
a subset of operations required by W0.
The composition of W0 using the WS community
fW1;W2;W3;W4;W5g is shown in Fig. 4. Each configuration
in the composition consists of the states forW0,W1,W2,W3,
W4, andW5. The first configuration has 0s for all of the states.
When operation o1 is first invoked, ifW1 is selected, both the
states of W0 and W1 will be transited to 1, but the other
component WSs still remain in their initial states. Hence, the
new configuration is (1, 1, 0s, 0s, 0s, 0s). Conversely, ifW2 is
selected, only the states of W0 and W2 will be changed and
the new configuration is (1, 0s, 1, 0s, 0s, 0s). Notice that the
atomicity property of each atomic WS should be preserved,
i.e., each atomic WS should be either in their state 0 or in
some final state when the composite WS reaches its final
states. Final configurations, as double circled in Fig. 4,
represent legal terminations of the composite WS delega-
tions. A composition can be constructed by using depth-first
search to traverse all configurations and preserving only
those configurations that can reach some final configura-
tions. Configurations that cannot possibly lead to any final
configuration will be excluded. The composition construc-
tion algorithm is similar to that described in [12], and the
details are not shown here for brevity.
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Fig. 1. Invoking relationships between components WSs, the composite
WS, and the application.
Fig. 2. The trip planning composite WS W0.
It is clear that a sequence of operations accepted by a
composition describes a successful execution of this
operation sequence on the composite WS, and all of the
operations in the sequence can be delegated to some
atomic WSs in the WS community. In fact, an operation
sequence of the composite WS may have more than one
sequence of delegation. For example, the operation
sequence of W0 ðo1; o4; o5; o8Þ has four different sequences
of delegation, namely, ðW1;W1;W3;W1Þ, ðW1;W1;W4;W1Þ,
ðW2;W2; W3;W5Þ, and ðW2;W2;W4;W5Þ.
3.3 Dynamic WS Selection Problem
Given that there are multiple sequences of delegation for
the same operation sequence on the composite WS, the
choice of which sequence of delegation to use is then the WS
Selection Problem. This problem has the following impor-
tant features:
. Dynamicity of operation sequence. The operation
sequence to be executed on the composite WS is
usually dynamically constructed, not predeter-
mined. Hence, one has to determine the appropriate
delegation for each operation in the sequence not
knowing the subsequent operations.
. Composability of configurations. It is possible that the
delegation decision made for an operation may
affect the subsequent allowed operations. Consider
the composition in Fig. 4. If the operation o1 is
delegated to W2, the next allowed operations are o3
and o4, whereas, in the composite WS, three
operations, namely, o2, o3, and o4, are allowed. In
our work, we say a configuration c is composable if
there exists a series of delegations that can fully
support the remaining operations that may be
executed on the composite WS given that it is in
the target state of c. Thus, (1, 0s, 1, 0s, 0s, 0s) is a
noncomposable configuration. This composability
definition was first given in [4], which also provides
a method to determine the composability of a given
configuration.
. Reliability of delegations. An operation on each atomic
WS may become unavailable due to network
disconnection, service overload, software/hardware
failures, or other reasons. A WS operation is
considered failed if it does not respond within a
reasonable period of time or a failure message is
returned. Consider the composition in Fig. 4. Sup-
pose that both o1 and o3 are delegated to W2, but
operation o8 in W5 fails. This will unfortunately
result in the failure of the entire composite WS.
When it comes to choosing an atomic WS to delegate
an operation in the operation sequence performed on the
composite WS, the dynamic WS selection problem refers
to choosing an atomic WS that will most likely lead to
successful execution of the entire operation sequence
while at the same time maintaining a high degree of
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Fig. 3. The atomic WSs for the composite WS W0 shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4. The composition of the composite WS in Fig. 2 using the WS community in Fig. 3.
composability for the subsequent operations on the
composite WS. Consider the composition shown in
Fig. 4; to choose the delegation for the operation o1, there
are two choices: W1 and W2, which lead to configurations
(1, 1, 0s, 0s, 0s, 0s) and (1, 0s, 1, 0s, 0s, 0s), respectively.
However, only the configuration (1, 1, 0s, 0s, 0s, 0s) is
composable. Configuration (1, 0s, 1, 0s, 0s, 0s) is not
composable as mentioned above. The subproblem of
deciding whether a configuration is composable has been
extensively studied in the literature [4], and we therefore
do not delve into it in this paper.
In the following, we shall instead focus on the
reliability of WS operations and propose dynamic WS
selection strategies to minimize the undesired effects of
unreliable WS operations. We shall subsequently incorpo-
rate composability into the proposed dynamic WS selec-
tion strategies.
4 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Our proposed solution to the dynamic WS selection
problem consists of AR, a novel metric to measure the
reliability of each configuration in a WS composition, and
strategies to use the computed aggregated reliabilities for
dynamically selecting atomic WSs for the operations to be
performed on the composite WS.
Definition 6 (Aggregated Reliability). The AR of a config-
uration c, denoted as Agg ReliabilityðcÞ, is the probability
that an execution starting from c will terminate at some final
configuration.
To compute the AR of each configuration, we model the
WS composition as a Markov chain, treating each config-
uration as a state and adding two more states, Success and
Failure, that represent the successful and failed termina-
tions of executions, respectively. A corresponding Markov
chain of the composition shown in Fig. 6 is displayed in
Fig. 7, which will be elaborated on in detail later. In
addition to the transitions between configurations, each
final configuration has a transition to Success, and each
nonfinal configuration has a transition to Failure. We also
assign, for each pair of states ci and cj in the Markov
chain, a transition probability Pij. Let the WS composition be
ðc; Sc; sc;0; c; FcÞ and P ðci;W:oÞ denote the probability
that W:o is chosen as the delegation and is successfully
executed when the current configuration is ci. The
determination of P ðci;W:oÞ will be described in Section 4.2.
The transition probability Pij from a state ci to another




P ðci;W  oÞ; if ci; cj 2 Sc;
W  o 2Pc;
cðci;W  oÞ ¼ cj;
1 P
cðci;W oÞ is defined
P ðci;W  oÞ; if ci 2 Sc  Fc;
cj ¼ Failure;
1 P
cðci;W oÞ is defined
P ðci;W  oÞ; if ci 2 Fc;
cj ¼ Success;
1; if ci ¼ Success;
cj ¼ Success;





The AR of a configuration ci, Agg ReliabilityðciÞ, can be
defined recursively as follows:
Agg ReliabilityðciÞ ¼
1; if ci ¼ Success;
0; if ci ¼ Failure;P
j
Pij Agg ReliabilityðcjÞ; otherwise:
8><
>:
Consider the composite WS W0 and the WS community
C ¼ fW1;W2;W3;W4g shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the
composition of W0 using C, where, for simplicity, we use a
single final configuration G to denote all the final config-
urations. Assume that each operation has an equal chance
to be selected and has the same reliability  ¼ 0:8, except for
operations W3  o2, W3  o3, and W4  o3, whose reliabilities
are all 0.75. The corresponding Markov chain is shown
in Fig. 7. It is clear that P ðD;W1  o4Þ ¼ P ðE;W2  o4Þ ¼
P ðF;W2  o4Þ ¼  ¼ 0:8. When the current configuration is B
or C, each of the three possible operations o2, o3, and o5 has
equal probability to arrive. Note that o5 is not supported by
any atomic WS at configuration B, and, thus, P ðB;W1  o2Þ ¼
P ðB;W1  o3Þ ¼ =3 0:26 and P ðC;W3  o2Þ ¼ 0:75=3¼ 0:25.
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Fig. 5. A composite WS and WS community.
Fig. 6. The composition of the composite WS using the WS community
shown in Fig. 5.
We can then compute PB;D ¼ P ðB;W1  o2Þþ P ðB;W1  o3Þ ¼
0:52. Besides, when given o3 at configuration C, we
assume that the scheduler based on some WS selection
strategy (to be discussed in Section 4.3) prefers W3 over W4.
Thus, P ðC;W3  o3Þ ¼ 0:75=3 ¼ 0:25, and P ðC;W4  o3Þ ¼
0:75  ð1 0:75Þ=3  0:063. PC;E is therefore equal to
P ðC;W3  o2Þ þ P ðC;W3  o3Þ¼0:5, and PC;F is 0.063. Follow-
ing the definition, the AR of C, Agg_Reliability(C), is
0:5Agg ReliabilityðEÞ þ 0:063Agg ReliabilityðFÞ
¼ 0:5  0:8þ 0:063  0:8  0:451:
The aggregated reliabilities of all configurations are
shown in square brackets in Fig. 7. In addition, configura-
tions A, B, and C are noncomposable (because o5 is not
supported by any WS in the WS community). Given the
current configuration (0s, 0s, 0s, 0s, 0s), if we have to choose
betweenW1 andW2 which both support o1,W2  o1 would be
a better choice because the AR of the resultant configuration
C (0.451) is higher. The larger AR of configuration C, as
compared to configuration B, is supported by the fact that
it provides more paths leading to the final configuration.
4.1 Computation of Aggregated Reliabilities
As we mentioned, the WS composition can be viewed as a
Markov chain with the transition probability Pij, and the AR
of a configuration ci can be expressed as the recursion
function shown above. This function is relatively easy to
compute when there is no cycle in the WS composition but
will be difficult when there aremany configurations and they
form cycles in the composition. Let T be the transition
probability matrix of the Markov chain, i.e., T ½i; j ¼ Pij, and
x be the vector of aggregated reliabilities, i.e., x½i ¼
Agg ReliabilityðciÞ. According to the definition of AR, we
have TxT ¼ xT. In other words, the vector of aggregated
reliabilities is an eigenvector of T with eigenvalue being 1.
Lemma 1. A stochastic matrix always has an eigenvalue of 1 [16].
A stochastic matrix is a square matrix with each entry
being nonnegative real numbers and each row summing to
1. Thus, our transition probability matrix is indeed a
stochastic matrix, and Lemma 1 demonstrates the existence
of the vector of aggregated reliabilities. However, we need a
method that can efficiently compute the vector of aggre-
gated reliabilities. Fortunately, the power method, which
iteratively computes the vector given an initial vector until
it converges, can be employed for the computation. The
initial vector is set such that 1 is assigned to the entry of
Success and 0 is assigned to all other entries. The
pseudocode of the power method is shown in Fig. 8, where
" is the convergence threshold.
In the following, we show that the proposed power
method can indeed be guaranteed to obtain the vector of
aggregated reliabilities.
Lemma 2. The eigenvalue of the largest magnitude, called the
dominant eigenvalue, in an n n matrix T is maxfj¼1 to n
jTijj : i ¼ 1; 2; . . .ng [23].
Lemma 3. The power method can find an eigenvector
corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue of a matrix [21].
It is clear that the dominant eigenvalue of a stochastic
matrix is 1. From Lemmas 2 and 3, we know that the power
method can always find an eigenvector with eigenvalue ¼ 1.
However, there may exist more than one eigenvector for
a given eigenvalue. Consider the transition probability
matrix of the Markov chain shown in Fig. 7. There exist
two eigenvectors (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, Success, Failure)
with eigenvalue ¼ 1, namely, ð0:427; 0:416; 0:451; 0:8; 0:8;
0:8; 1; 1; 0ÞT and ð0:573; 0:584; 0:549; 0:2; 0:2; 0:2; 0; 0; 1ÞT.
Only the former is the vector of aggregated reliabilities
because it satisfies the boundary condition of the
recursion function (i.e., Agg ReliabilityðSuccessÞ ¼ 1 and
Agg ReliabilityðFailureÞ ¼ 0). However, by setting the in-
itial vector with ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0ÞT, the power method is
guaranteed to generate the correct vector of aggregated
reliabilities, as shown in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. The proposed algorithm (shown in Fig. 8) will
generate the vector of aggregated reliabilities.
Proof. Based on Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, the power method can
find an eigenvector with eigenvalue ¼ 1 for a stochastic
matrix. Following the power method-based algorithm,
shown in Fig. 8, in each iteration, we iteratively update
the vector. Since both the states Success and Failure
only have transitions to themselves, i.e., PSuccess;Success ¼
PFailure;Failure ¼ 1, the aggregated reliabilities of Success
and Failure will not change throughout the iterations. By
having the aggregated reliabilities of Success and Failure
to be 1 and 0 in the initial vector, respectively, the
resultant aggregated reliabilities of Success and Failure
must also be 1 and 0, respectively, satisfying the
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Fig. 8. Pseudocode of the power method for computing vector of
aggregated reliabilities.
Fig. 7. The corresponding Markov chain and AR of each configuration,
assuming each operation has the same reliability of 0.8 except for
operations W3  o2, W3  o3, and W4  o3, whose reliabilities are all 0.75.
boundary condition of the recursion function. That is
to say, the converged vector as computed using the
proposed power method is indeed the vector of
aggregated reliabilities. tu
4.2 Computing Delegation Selection Probabilities
In Section 4.1, Pðci;W  oÞ, the probability that W  o is
chosen as the delegation and successfully executed when
the current configuration is ci, is used to compute the
probability Pij. However, the value of P ðci;W  oÞ depends
on the adopted scheduling policy. For example, consider
the configuration C (1, 0, 1, 0, 0) shown in Fig. 6. Assume
that o2, o3, and o5 have an equal chance to arrive and that
the reliabilities of W3  o2, W3  o3, and W4  o3 are all 0.75.
When an operation o2 arrives, the only choice is W3  o2.
Thus, P ðC;W3  o2Þ ¼ 0:75=3. On the other hand, when an
operation o3 arrives, two choices, namely, W3  o3 and
W4  o3, are available. Assume that the scheduler prefers
W3  o3 over W4  o3 and it chooses W4  o3 only when W3  o3
fails. In this case, P ðC;W3  o3Þ¼0:75=3 and P ðC;W4  o3Þ ¼
0:75ð1 0:75Þ=3. Without loss of generality, let ci be a
configuration in the composition and the set of operations
allowed at the target state of ci be foi1 ; oi2 ; . . . ; oikg, of which
each operation oij has mj delegations, where mj 	 0 for
1  j  k. In addition, assume that the scheduler imposes a
rank order on the mj delegations fW 01;W 02; . . . ;W 0mjg of
operation oij , where RðW 0l  oijÞ denotes the reliability of






R W 0l  oij
  Y
W 0s ranks before W 0l
1R W 0s  oij
  
:
Deriving the reliability of each operation in a WS is
orthogonal to our work, and the readers are referred to the
many researches devoted to this task [26], [31], [32].
Since the goal is to achieve maximum reliability when
choosing a delegation for an operation, the order on the
candidate delegations should conform to the products of
their reliabilities and the aggregated reliabilities of the
destination configurations. In the example shown in
Fig. 6, the scheduler would prefer W3  o3 over W4  o3 if
and only if RðW3  o3Þ Agg ReliabilityðEÞ > RðW4  o3Þ 
Agg ReliabilityðFÞ.
However, while aggregated reliabilities determine the
rank order, which in turn determines transition probabil-
ities, the transition probabilities are then used to compute
aggregated reliabilities. To break the loop, we adopt an
iterative approach to compute the vector of aggregated
reliabilities. Specifically, we first compute a vector of
aggregated reliabilities using an initial transition probabil-
ity based on the random selection of delegation at each
configuration. The computed aggregated reliabilities are
then used to decide the order of delegations of each
configuration based on which the new transition probabil-
ities are computed. This procedure is repeated until the
vector of aggregated reliabilities does not change. The
random selection scheduling strategy gives an equal










1R W 0t  oij
  
mj
; 1  l  mj:
For example, consider the composition in Fig. 6. Initially,
P ðC;W3  o3Þ ¼P ðC;W4  o3Þ
¼ 1
3








Fig. 9 shows the complete algorithm for computing
aggregated reliabilities of configurations, where
TransProbðF;~xÞ computes the transition probability matrix
of a composition F based on the AR vector ~x in the way
described above.
4.3 Dynamic Web Service Selection Strategies
In this section, we propose two dynamic WS selection
strategies, namely, AR-based Selection and Composability
and AR (CAR)-based Selection strategies.
AR-based Selection Strategy. The rationale behind the
AR-based selection strategy is to select an atomic WS for
each incoming operation of the composite WS so as to
achieve maximum reliability. At runtime, when an incom-
ing operation arrives at a configuration, we first sort the
candidate WS operations in nonincreasing order of the
products of their reliabilities and aggregated reliabilities of
the destination configurations. These WS operations are
tried one at time in the order until one gets successfully
executed. This strategy, called AR-based selection, is shown
in Fig. 10.
CAR-based Selection Strategy. This selection strategy
considers aggregated reliabilities as well as the compos-
abilities of configurations in selecting atomic WSs. It
considers composable configurations whenever possible in
choosing a delegated operation. Between two WSs whose
destination configurations are composable (or otherwise),
the strategy prefers the one with higher product of its
reliability and the AR of the destination configuration.
The pseudocode of the CAR-based selection strategy is
shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 9. The complete algorithm for computing aggregated reliabilities of
configurations.
4.4 Recomputing Aggregated Reliabilities Due to
Failure of Atomic WSs
As mentioned, the environment on which WSs execute is
highly dynamic. When an atomic WS fails at runtime
and all its operations become unavailable, the aggregated
reliabilities of some configurations derived in the design
time may no longer be valid. An efficient recomputation of
aggregated reliabilities at runtime is thus required to allow
reliable WS selection in a dynamic environment.
One straightforward approach is to apply the AR
computation method and the power method shown in
Figs. 9 and 8, respectively, by taking the new transition
probability matrix as the input. However, this approach is
time-consuming because the transition probability matrix
tends to be large. We observe that the new transition
probability matrix (obtained by considering the failure of
some atomic WS) is, in most cases, not very different from
the old one. As a result, the number of affected configura-
tions, i.e., whose aggregated reliabilities differ, is small.
Thus, we propose incrementally updating the aggregated
reliabilities by taking a partial transition probability matrix
instead of the whole one as the input. The resultant
aggregated reliabilities may in turn affect some more
configurations. This procedure is iteratively performed
until no more configurations are affected. The detail of
recomputing AR at runtime is eliminated here for brevity.
5 PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
The proposed approach can be implemented using the
current industrial standard on WSs, e.g., SOAP 1.1 for
messaging, WSDL 1.1 for specification, and HTTP for
transportation protocol as defined by W3C. However, the
standard-conformed WSs, when implemented in a naive
way, are intrinsically stateless. In other words, an invoca-
tion to (some operation in) a WS does not depend on any
previous invocations. The invocation order in a set of
operations, if required, can be specified using some
business process composition language. Today, the dom-
inating business composition language is BPEL [17]. For our
approach to work in a practical environment, the invocation
order of operations of either composite or atomic WS, if
specified using BPEL, has to be converted into an abstract
FSM. In this section, we first describe our approach to
transforming a BPEL specification to an abstract FSM in
order to generate the WS composition and compute its
aggregated reliabilities. We then present the interaction of
various components in our prototype system for realizing
our dynamic WS selection approach.
Foster et al. [9] proposed a methodology for transform-
ing a BPEL specification to a deterministic FSM in order to
capture the execution behavior of the BPEL in a formal way,
which serves as the basis for the comparison with the
specification model. The transformation methodology has
been implemented in the LTSA-WS tool [10] as a plug-in for
the Eclipse IDE.
In WS selection, we are only concerned with those
activities relevant to WS delegation, which matches a
composite WS operation with an atomic WS operation.
Activities that are irrelevant to the delegation, such as
assign, empty activity, and wait, can be ignored. Hence, we
adopt an activity preservation policy to decide which activity
must be preserved while ensuring that the order of the
preserved activities as specified in BPEL is completely
preserved. To do so, we propose first applying Foster’s
work in converting a BPEL specification to an interim
deterministic FSM that involves all primitive activities. The
interim deterministic FSM can be subsequently converted to
the final deterministic FSM covering only relevant activities
through the following transformation procedure:
1. Convert the interim deterministic FSM to an equiva-
lent regular expression which can always be
achieved, as shown by Kleene’s Theorem [25].
2. Substitute every irrelevant operation (activity) with
an empty symbol (denoted as "), as determined by
the activity preservation policy.
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Fig. 10. AR-based selection algorithm.
Fig. 11. CAR-based selection algorithm.
3. Transform the resultant regular expression to a
nondeterministic FSM.
4. Transform the nondeterministic FSM into an equiva-
lent deterministic FSM, which can always be done as
shown in [24].
We next describe our activity preservation policy. In the
BPEL specification of the composite WS, <invoke> activities
are used to represent delegations to other services.
Correspondingly, in the BPEL specification of an atomic
WS, <receive> activities are used to accept delegation
requests. Thus, we need to preserve the <invoke> activities
in the BPEL file of the composite WS as well as the
<receive> activities in the BPEL file of each atomic WS. In
addition, there are two kinds of <invoke> activities in
BPEL, namely, synchronous and asynchronous. Specially,
an asynchronous <invoke> needs only input parameters
and is coupled with a callback <receive> to obtain the
messages from the invoked service. In response, the BPEL
file of the invoked atomic WS uses a pair of <receive> and
<invoke> (callback) activities for this asynchronous com-
munication. Thus, the <invoke> activity and its callback
<receive> activity in the BPEL file of the composite WS are
preserved, as are the corresponding pair <receive> and its
callback <invoke> activities in the BPEL files of the atomic
WSs. For a synchronous invocation, we preserve the
<invoke> activity in the BPEL file of the composite WS
and the corresponding <receive> activities in the BPEL files
of the atomic WSs. The subsequent <reply> activities in the
atomic WSs, though required by the BPEL engine to enforce
synchronous invocation, is not needed in constructing an
FSM for delegation.
The selection of the WSs and the invocation of
operations in the selected WSs are performed by an
intermediary agent called the delegator, which is also
implemented as a WS. The WS composition and the
namespace of each atomic WS will be the input to the
delegator. When the composite WS needs to find and
invoke a delegated operation, it delegates this job to the
delegator WS by invoking its “delegator” operation. The
“delegator” operation will decide on a suitable (in our
work, the more reliable and/or composable) atomic WS
using some selection strategy and subsequently invokes its
corresponding operation. For a synchronous operation, the
“delegator” operation will wait until receiving the reply
from the selected WS. For an asynchronous operation, a
callback <receive> activity is expected by the delegator WS.
The procedure is shown in Fig. 12.
Since the proposed delegation algorithms only need to
consult the composition that has already been constructed
at design time, the delegation is very fast. In our
experimental environment, where both composite WS and
atomic WSs are located in the same local area network and
ActiveBPEL is adopted as the BPEL engine, a successful
synchronous invocation typically took less than 0.2 second.
6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our
proposed AR-based and CAR-based selection strategies
(see Section 4.3).
6.1 Experimental Design
We extended the TripPlan example described in Section 3
by including six more atomic WSs into the WS community
in order to differentiate the behavior of various selection
strategies. The resultant WS composition of the TripPlan
example is shown in Fig. 13, where the composable
configurations are dark shaded.
We generated a large number of operation sequences for
the composite WS shown in Fig. 2. Each sequence was
generated by traversing from the start state to some final
state of the composite WS by selecting at each state one of
the available operations with equal probabilities. Opera-
tions in each sequence were sequentially given to the
dynamic WS selection strategy one at a time to determine
the atomic WS for delegation. We first assumed a
homogeneous environment, where each delegated operation
has the same reliability , whose value was varied from 0.1
to 1. We subsequently considered a heterogeneous environ-
ment where reliabilities vary across operations in different
atomic WSs.
In addition to the AR-based and CAR-based selection
strategies, two baseline strategies, namely, fan-out-based and
random selection strategies, are considered in our experiments:
. Fan-out-based selection. Given an operation o from
the composite WS, the fan-out-based selection
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Fig. 12. The architecture of dynamic WS selection.
strategy will choose an atomic WS that leads to the
maximum selectivity in its next selection. Specifi-
cally, given a configuration of a composition, a WS
Wi will be chosen to perform o if the destination
configuration of Wi  o has the maximum number of
outgoing edges in the composition.
. Random-based selection. Given an operation o from
the composite WS, the random selection strategy
randomly chooses an atomic WS that can perform
operation o.
The performance metrics considered in this work include
success rate and composability rate:
. Success rate. The success rate measures the ratio of
the operation sequences that are successfully exe-
cuted by the composite WS. In our experiments, for
measuring success rates, we generated 10,000 opera-
tion sequences for the composite WS.
. Composability rate. The composability rate mea-
sures the average ratio of composable configurations
in a successful execution. For measuring this metric,
we generated 10,000 successful operation sequences
of the composite WS.
6.2 Experimental Results on Success Rates
The success rates of CAR-based, AR-based, fan-out-based,
and random selection strategies in the homogeneous
environment across various  are shown in Fig. 14.
As expected, lower operation reliability  yields a lower
success rate for each selection strategy. In addition, the AR-
based selection strategy achieves the highest success rates
across different ’s. That is because the AR-based selection
strategy makes its selection decision purely based on the
probabilities of leading to successful execution, namely, the
aggregated reliabilities, of various candidates. The fan-out-
based and CAR selection strategies have a slightly lower
success rate in this set of experiments because the fan-out-
based selection strategy only considers local information
and the CAR selection strategy considers composability in
addition to AR when making a delegation choice. The
random-based selection strategy does not consider any
reliability issue at all and thus has the lowest success rate
across different ’s.
Consider the composition shown in Fig. 13. At the initial
configuration A, the fan-out-based selection will choose W7
to perform the operation o1 because the destination
configuration D has the largest outdegree (= 4). Even though
more outgoing edges implies more alternative delegations in
the next step, e.g., two candidates W9 and W10 for the
operation o4, it may lead to less reliable future selection. If
W10  o4 is successfully executed, the next configuration
reached by the fan-out-based selection will be L, in which
there is only one candidate WS ðW10Þ for each incoming
operation. In contrast, the AR-based selection strategy will
choose W1 for performing operation o1, which leads to
configuration B. If the next operation is o4, which leads to
configuration G, there will be two choices (W3 and W4) for
each of the subsequent operations (o5 and o6). Thus, in terms
of the overall success rate, the decision made by AR is better.
From Fig. 14, we can see that the CAR-based selection
strategy performs only slightly worse than the AR-based
selection strategy. In fact, when  is larger than 0.4, both the
AR-based and CAR-based selection strategies first choose
W1 to perform o1 because it has highest AR and the
configuration B is composable. However, when  is less
than 0.4, the AR-based selection strategy will first choose
W2 to perform o1 because the resultant configuration C has
the highest AR. In contrast, the CAR-based selection
strategy still chooses W1 for performing o1 because the
resultant configuration B is composable, though it has lower
AR than configuration C. Thus, the success rate of the AR-
based selection strategy is apparently higher than that of the
CAR-based strategy when  is less than 0.4.
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Fig. 13. The composition of the TripPlan example, where the composable configurations are dark shaded.
Fig. 14. Success rates of CAR-based, AR-based, fan-out-based, and
random selection strategies across different operation reliabilities in a
homogeneous environment.
In general, the success rate of the AR-based strategy is
indeed the AR of the initial configuration of the composi-
tion because it measures the probability that an execution
starting from the beginning will successfully terminate. The
CAR-based selection strategy intends to achieve better
composability by compromising its reliability.
Although the performance difference between the AR
and the two strategies, namely CAR- and fan-out-based, is
small in our previous  setting, it could be more significant
in other settings. We next conducted our experiments in a
heterogeneous environment, where the settings of the
operation reliabilities for W1 through W11 are listed in
Table 1. The success rate for each strategy in the hetero-
geneous environment is shown in Table 2. Obviously, the
success rate of the AR-based strategy is significantly higher
than those of the others. The random selection strategy
again has the lowest success rates.
6.3 Experimental Results on Composability Rates
We next measure the composability rate by generating
10,000 successful executions. The composability rates of
CAR-based, AR-based, fan-out-based, and random selection
strategies in the homogeneous environment (the operation
reliability  was varied from 0.1 to 1) are shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 15 shows that the CAR-based selection strategy
always has the highest composability rate across different
s. As mentioned before, when  is larger than 0.4, CAR-
based and AR-based selection strategies tend to choose the
same WSs for incoming operations, resulting in the same
composability rate. When  is less than 0.4, the AR-based
selection strategy will choose an uncomposable configura-
tion C for achieving a higher reliability, thereby drastically
decreasing its composability rate. For the fan-out-based
strategy, a possible sequence of successful execution is
ðW7  o1;W9  o4;W9  o5;W7  o8Þ, resulting in the traversal of
an uncomposable configuration K (whenW10  o4 fails). Thus,
we conclude that the CAR-based selection strategy often
leads to a higher composability rate. In contrast, the other
three selection strategies do not take composability into
account when making selection decisions and their relative
performance on composability rate cannot be determined.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We have formulated the dynamic WS selection problem in a
dynamic and failure-prone environment. We proposed to
use an FSM to model the invocation order of operations in
each WS and to construct a WS composition that enumer-
ates all possible delegations. We defined a measure, called
AR, to determine the probability that the execution of
operations starting from a configuration will successfully
terminate. We showed that the aggregated reliabilities can
be seen as the eigenvector of a square matrix with
eigenvalue being 1 and proposed an iterative power
method to efficiently compute them.
Two WS selection strategies, AR-based and CAR-based,
were proposed. Our experimental results showed that the
AR-based strategy tops in success rate, while the CAR-
based strategy achieves the best composability rate at the
cost of a slightly poorer success rate. We have also
implemented our WS selection schemes in a prototype
system that adopts BPEL for specifying the operation
invocation order of each involved WS.
The proposed approach can be perfectly applied to real
industrial applications with a handful of atomic WSs
because it conforms to industrial standards and allows for
quick WS selection at runtime in a dynamic environment.
However, when the number of atomic WSs becomes large,
constructing a composition may take too much time,
thereby making this approach impractical.
The proposed solution is based on an orchestration
model, rather than a choreography model, and assumes
each operation has an equal probability of being chosen.
Besides, only a single QoS measure, namely, reliability, is
considered in this paper. It is possible to associate measures
other than AR to each configuration so as to incorporate
other QoS measures. As part of our future work, we plan to
relax these assumptions and extend our proposed solutions
to broaden their applicability to real-world composition
scenarios.
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TABLE 1
The Operation Reliability of Each Atomic WS
in the Heterogeneous Environment
TABLE 2
The Success Rates of Each Selection Strategy Based on the
Heterogeneous Operation Reliabilities shown in Table 1
Fig. 15. The composability rates of the CAR-based, AR-based, fan-out-
based, and random selection strategies across different operation
reliabilities in a homogeneous environment.
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